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emphasis on underwriting results takes
precedence over market share.

First Monetary isn’t immune to these
pressures, but we are able to tolerate
them a bit better. The company posted a
small operating loss in 1999 that was
anticipated, paralleled operating plan pro-
jections and was in no way attributable to

a departure from First Monetary’s disci-
plined approach to balance sheet man-
agement.

First Monetary today remains strongly
positioned to avoid the problems that
plague conventional insurers, namely,
breakdowns in asset quality, quality of
reinsurance or adequacy of claim re-
serves. Our asset quality is excellent. We
have $2,000,000 in FDIC insured invest-
ments on deposit at shareholder banks.
Our reinsurers are A-rated. First Monetary
successfully recovered reinsurance pro-
tection in two of the past three years, and
our relationships with our partners are so
strong that one extended support in ex-
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Let me add my welcome to the many
you’ve already received as we commence
our annual shareholders meeting. It's re-
warding to note that the enthusiasm we
share for this organization hasn’t dimin-
ished after fifteen years together. It's a
powerful asset that I continue to count on.

This millennium convention marks a
significant anniversary that is echoed in
our meeting theme. Befitting the occasion,
we’ll spend our time reflecting hard on
what initially brought us together as an
organization and, more important, how we
keep the “marriage” together. First Mon-
etary has become far more than the D&O
insurance company it was originally con-
ceived as. While the changes we’ve
adopted through the years helped us
succeed long after similarly structured
captives folded camp, the operating envi-
ronment we find ourselves in today de-
mands even more. The decisions we’re
now making confront those demands
head on. The outcomes of those decisions
will determine where we take First Mon-
etary in the future.

Those who buy commercial insurance
for their companies had a relatively pleas-
ant task for the past several years, but
that’s changing. Recent indications are
that insurance companies have run out of
room to chase market share by cutting
premiums and are relying almost exclu-
sively on investment income to earn
profits. The industry has been muddling
through, quarter after quarter, as excess
capacity has progressively forced premi-
ums prices below the level of claims and
expenses, turning whole lines of business
unprofitable. Standby. Prices have begun
to firm, and in some cases rise - as a new



cess of the coverage limits provided by
the reinsurance treaty. Consistently con-
servative reserving has permitted us to
settle substantial claims without posting
changes to reserves that would drag down
earnings in under-reserved companies.

The easily tolerable loss we sustained
was the direct result of conscious deci-
sions that have, on balance, benefited us.
More than 20% of the current loss is
attributable to a tax decision that, over
time, is still a net winner as detailed
below. The remainder could have been
offset with modest premium increases, but
we’ve pursued a different strategy to date.

A key element of that strategy has been
to move members into wraparound insur-
ance positions. While this action had the
immediate impact of reducing gross writ-
ten premiums, we shed far greater
amounts of risk to other companies who
will bear the brunt of expenses when
claims activity ultimately increases. Simply
stated, we have elected to suffer a bud-
geted operational loss today rather than
incur potentially more significant claims in
the future.

Where to now? First Monetary has
developed two alternative PROPHET
plans, both of which assure the continued
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success of First Monetary. We have
reason to be optimistic.

During the past five years, the new First
Monetary - or FM2.0 as we have come to
call it -- has aggressively moved to grow
into a dynamic community bank support
organization within the constraints of our
operating budget. The process of expand-
ing products, services and potential mar-
kets has been ongoing. From web server
support of the INTERmoNETary System
to daily broadcasts of the First Monitor
Newsletter, from the addition of employ-
ment practices liability coverage to CRA
discrimination protection, we’ve added at-
tractive products and services to the
company mix.

Just this past year, First Monetary
unilaterally conceived and implemented a
PMI reinsurance program in partnership
with Radian Guaranty as a new value-
added benefit of organizational member-
ship. That program shows potential. We
expect that the importance of captive
(re)insurance companies will increase in
the newly deregulated bank environment,
and that overall reinsurance activity will
pick up dramatically in the years to come.
Properly managed and developed, rein-
surance products like ours could provide
substantial revenue streams to our share-
holders and carry First Monetary through
the current soft market cycle.

While we have been disappointed by
our inability to attract members from the
New York State commercial and savings
bank communities, we remain hopeful that
a breakthrough is still possible. To con-
serve resources however, we have largely

suspended efforts in this area and allo-
cated them elsewhere. By far the most
promising new relationship is the one
we’ve struck with the Pennsylvania Asso-
ciation of Community Bankers (PACB). In
December, 1999, we were notified that the
Pennsylvania Insurance Department has
sanctioned FM to provide coverage to
PACB members. Executive level confer-
ences and presentations have also pro-
duced the outline of a title insurance
program that would be free of constraints
imposed by conventional agency pro-
grams. One Pennsylvania based title in-
surer has signed on to our concept, which
could eventually be extended to New York
for the benefit of First Monetary members
here.

While the road immediately ahead of us
remains rocky, we have a sound vehicle
to carry us and a good road map. As we
go along, there are several paths we can
travel to put First Monetary back on the
road to higher earnings. I look forward to
travelling that road with you.
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